Lausanne '74 unites
Christian delegates
by Linda Lott
ECHO feature editor
Lausanne '74 brought together

4,000 evangelical christians from

150 countries. The International.
Congress on - World Evangel
ism took place in Lausanne,
Switzerland this past summer.
In an attempt to improve over
past world congresses, where
people from developing countries
were unable to attend, a massive
scholarship
program
was
established. This made possible
the attendance of hundreds of
delegates
from
developing
countries. The largest delegation
present was from North America
and the next largest was over 200
delegates from India.
Attendance at the Congress
was by invitation only. A national
committee in each country
determined the invitation list.
The committee in the United
States
included
heads
of
evangelical
churches,
denominations, colleges, and
youth program directors. The
presidents of all twelve colleges
in the Christian College Con
sortium received an invitation.
Dr. Rediger and his wife were
able to attend the congress.
Dr.
Rediger
describes

Lausanne as a "once-in-alifetime experience." According
to Dr. Rediger, "The fellowship
cannot be described; the in
spiration was impelling, the
dedication to the purpose of the
congress was unanimous, and the
committment to christian unity
.was massively contagious."
The Congress was a meeting of
only Evangelicals, therefore
unity and a sense of urgency was
achieved from the first day.
Cultural and language barriers
were obvious as delegates
arrived from all corners of the
earth. The Holy Spirit minimized
these barriers and differences of
opinion. A high degree of unity
among Evangelicals from all
over the world was evidenced at
Lausanne '74.
There was no extensive ad
vance
publication
of
the
congress. This was done in
tentionally because all delegates
had to have a personal invitation
in order to attend. A tight
security system at the congress
made certain the invitation list
was enforced.
Upon arrival at the Congress,
the Redigers scanned the roster
and discovered at least 75 Taylorrelated persons present at the

Kresge grant boosts
gymnasium project
by Wilbur Cleveland
director of campus publicity
The Kresge Foundation has
awarded a grant of $100,000 to
Taylor University toward the
construction of a physical
education
facility
and
remodeling the present gym
nasium into a chapel-auditorium.
President Milo Rediger has
been officially informed of the
grant by William H. Baldwin,
president and trustee of The
Kresge Foundation.
Payment of the grant is con
ditional upon (1) certification by
June 15, 1975 that the balance of
the funds have been secured in
full, and (2) notification that
projectcosts are within available
resources.
Early this spring, the Taylor
Board of Trustees approved the
construction of a physical
education facility and the
remodeling of Maytag Gym
nasium into a 1,600 seat chapelauditorium.
This decision was made in
response to the recommendation
of the Forward Planning Com
mission of the Board of Trustees
and in keeping with the Trustees'
stipulation that all funds for this
project be secured from sources
not now providing financial
support to Taylor.
During the past nine months,
gifts and pledges totaling
$1,075,000 have been received for
the project.
"In view of the confidence and
generosity
of
the
Kresge
Foundation and the substantial
and broad-based support of a
great many friends of Taylor, the
project will be launched yet this
summer," Dr. Rediger stated.
"In view of rapidly rising
building costs, this early con
struction date should save the
University many thousands of
dollars," he added.
Construction on the physical
education facility is now un
derway and should be completed

by
January,
1975.
The
remodeling of Maytag Gym
nasium is to begin at that time,
and is to be ready for use as a
chapel-auditorium
by
Sep
tember, 1975.
The new facilities will meet
lop-priority space requirements
for the student body of 1,425.
Maytag Gymnasium was built in
1931 when the student body was
under 500. For the past decade, it
has operated on a 20-hour day
from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. All major
concerts, lectures, religious
services,
convocations, and
special programs have been held
in the gym in addition to the
physical education program of
classes, intercollegiate athletics,
and intramural sports.
Taylor has not had a chapelauditorium for many years. The
original facility, the 350-seat
Shreiner Auditorium was housed
in a music building erected in
1912. In the 1950's its use became
limited to drama and recitals due
to
expanding
enrollment.
Following a major fire in 1972,
Schreiner was remodeled into the
Little Theatre.
The Kresge Foundation, one of
the largest in the United States in
size of assets and appropriations,
was created solely through the
gifts of the late Sebastian S.
Kresge. Kresge, founder of the
S.S. Kresge Company, tithed on a
grand sale. At his death, his
personal estate amounted to onetenth of the stock he had given to
the Foundation during his
lifetime. The S.S. Kresge
Company and The Kresge
Foundation are not related in any
way except that both had the
I same founder.
"Most Foundation support is in
the form of challenge grants to
education, health services, the
arts, social welfare agencies of
various kinds, and the care of the
young and the aging. Con
struction and major renovation
of facilities is the Foundation's
primary concern.

congress. These people included
students,
parents,
alumni,
trustees, and friends of Taylor.
Many of the Taylor-related
persons were able to get together
for a Taylor meeting there in
Switzerland.
The purpose of the congress
will be filled as those who at
tended share what they have
learned. In Dr. Rediger's words,
"None of us who were there could
have returned to our homes, our
organizations, our churches, our
businesses, our institutions,
without seeking to find and use
creative and effective ways to
communicate Christ's gospel and
to cultivate the fellowship of
Christian community."
Dr. Rediger added that Taylor
has not only a good national
image, but a good international
image. He spoke to people from
all different parts of the world
who expressed their thankfulness
for
Taylor
students
and
graduates.
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Dr. and Mrs. Rediger share their expreiences after returning
from Lausanne, Switzerland, where Dr. Rediger was a delegate
to the International Congress on World Evangelism. Mrs.
Rediger participated in tours planned for the delegates' wives.
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Special events highlight
1974 Parent's Weekend
by Dana Sommers
ECHO news writer

social.
Another event of the weekend
has will be a "State of the Univer

Today through Sunday
been designated as Parents'
Weekend 1974. This is much
earlier than previous years and is
the result of earlier home football
games and Homecoming. The
events of the weekend will begin
tonight with the film Executive
Action in Maytag.
Tomorrow, the faculty and
student
committee,
which
arranges the schedule of events,
will emphasize outdoor events.
Among these activities are the
Taylor-Manchester
football
game, an outdoor barbecue, an
outdoor variety music concert,
and a faculty-parents ice cream

sity" presentation tomorrow
morning in SL 103.
The
presentation will be made by Dr.
Milo Rediger, President, and the
Administrative Council con
sisting of Dr. Robert Pitts,
academic dean, William Hill,
minister to students, Bill Davis,
development, Sam Delcamp,
development, and Tom Beers,
dean of students.
During the meeting, each
department head will discuss
current activities in each of their
respective departments.
The
session will be followed by a
question and answer period for

parents.
Saturday evening two films
will be shown in Maytag. The
first will be the latest Wondering
Wheels film, while the second,
Angel In Ebony, is about
Samuel Morris.
He was an
African student who came to
Taylor in the late 1800's and
whose Christian faith served as
an example to countless people.
Spiritual Emphasis Week
begins Sunday morning. Don
Engram, pastor of the Church of
the Open Door in Elyria, Ohio,
will be speaking at both Sunday
worship services, as well as
chapels and evening services
next week.

SCHEDULE
8:10 p.m.

Executive Action

Maytag

9-11 a.m.

Registration

10 a.m.

"State of the
University"

Lobby of Science
Building
SL 103, Science
Building

2 p.m.

FootballTaylor vs. Manchester

Stadium

5 p.m.

Outdoor Barbecue

6:30 p.m.

Taylor Lake
Variety Music
Concert

7:30 p.m.

Faculty-Parents
Ice Cream Social

8:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m.

Wandering Wheels
Angel in Ebony
Parents' Weekend
Church Service

Taylor Lake
(move to
Dining Comons in
case of rain.)
Taylor Lake
(move to
Maytag in
case of rain)
Taylor Lake
(move to
Banquet Room of
Dining Commons in
case of rain)
Maytag
Maytag
Maytag
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Athletics alter
Christian values
On September 13, George Glass,
athletic
director
and
associate
professor of physical education,
presented one of the most revealing
chapel experiences of the year. A
sensitive discourse questioning the
role of the "Christian" sports fan.
Each student should ask himself some
questions on this subject.
First, why is a defeat followed by a
sullen spirit? Maybe the old cliche
about the value of winning as opposed
to trying is valid in this instance. If a
team strives and fails, the victory is in
the attempt itself. As Christian fans, it
is our obligation to support our
brothers. Anyone can cheer for victory,
but it takes special people to cheer
after a defeat.
Secondly, why does brotherly love
seem to end at the beginning of an
athletic contest? Glass emphasized
this shortcoming of many Christians
by bringing out three symbolic game
officials and staging a holocaust of
caustic slanders from the audience. An
official is a man, and by his humanness, liable to errors in judgment.
Finally, why do we need to "psyche"
ourselves for a game?AII too often this
results in acts of booing and cheering
at the physical pain of an opposing
player. Perhaps we should keep in
mind that sports are games, not life.
Athletic competition is recreation, not
war. A Christian must personally
recognize the value of sports, and not
give it a position that it was never
meant to hold.

W
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Do unto others
It must have been an interesting
sight: several hundred militant
parents —— "hard-working, God
fearing, love-it-or-leave-it patriots" —
marching through the streets of
Charleston, W.V. earlier this month.
The recent disruption of Kanawha
County by the local fundamentalists
reminds one of the controversial
Scopes trial a generation age; this
time the issue was the presence of
"filthy," "anti-American," "antiChristian"
textbooks
in
their
children's schools — to the parents, a
definite sign of the undermining of
their own authority.
These Christians, to further their
cause, engaged in various acts of civil
disobedience: shutting down several
area industries, a high school, coal
mines, two large trucking companies,
and
a
department
store
warehouse—and
recently,
a
protestor shot and wounded a truck
driver as he tried to cross a picket line.
After their ultimatum (to discard the
textbooks and dismiss the school
superintendent) had been rejected,
they disobeyed a court injunction and
congregated on school property,
singing hymns with defiant gusto —
one preacher fervently declared
himself willing to be "crucified" for
the cause! It would appear that "oldtime religion" is at least as activistic
to these citizens as Marx was to a few

students not long ago.
In a time when Christians are con
tinually exhorted to "get involved,"
one wonders if these Christians' ac
tions are exemplary of how Christians
should interact with their society.
Upon reflection one sees that there is
reason for doubt, specifically in two
areas: the way in which the Christians
involved themselves, and their un
derstanding of the goal itself.
While one can sympathize with the
parents' desire to preserve what they
hold as good, a Christian cannot ac
cept, let alone be proud of, the use of
force in preserving that good. At best,
any such justification of force smacks
of the Crusades. And while one can
understand their hope that the schools
should not be "anti-Christian," as
Christians, thpy should recognize the
Biblical truth that the world and God
are in radical opposition. To expect
that the state should teach, or even
promote, the way of Christ is to
misunderstand the true nature of both.
In short, one hopes that Christians
would truly be the "salt" in whatever
society they find themselves, without,
however, conforming to the way that
soceity preserves itself — by force —
and that they would, by their faith,
bring forth a transcendent alternative
that in the end gives society its only
real meaning.
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Column

War on defense

by Kirk Parr
ECHO columnist
The effects of inflation have
finally found a worthy target - the department of defense. This
week, Congress voted to cut the
proposed defense budget by $4.5
billion, and the ravages of in
flation have eaten up another $9
billion in buying power. This puts
the Pentagon in the unique
position of having to select only
top-priority projects, and defer
or reject entirely many ex
perimental items.
Naturally the Secretary of
Defense and most military men
are in a frenzy, and without a
doubt we will hear alarming
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mark
van houten, gary berwager
dark room manager
mike
wagner
photographers
roy
ringenberg, john kaiser, bruce
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reports on the missile gap, the
MIRV gap, the sub gap, and the
bomber gap in weeks to come.
Now of course we civilians are
not experts on the intricacies of
military science, but it never
hurts to point out the obvious.
The September issue of
Newsweek points out that the
USSR has enough nuclear
warheads to obliterate every
major city in the United States 11
times. The United States has over
twice the capacity that the Soviet
Union has. Delivery systems
change that
balance only
slightly.
So why, one is forced to ask, do
we continue the weapons spiral?
Is not the threat of total an
nihilation
adequate?
These
questions have been raised
scores of times, but never have
they been answered definitely. If
the military men insist upon
evading our questions, why
should we continue to supply
them with unlimited funds?
Apparently
Congress
is
beginning to follow this line of
thought, and voting money to the
Pentagon according to national
economic considerations rather
than
jingoism.
If
money
remains tight, maybe next fiscal
year we will see Congress vote an
even lower budget that would
force the United States to take
the first steps toward stopping
the weapons spiral. Maybe in
flation is not so bad after all.
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Spiritual Emphasis

Engram to speak
by Lou Ann Craig
ECHO news writer
Spiritual Emphasis Week, this
fall, will feature Don Engram,
pastor of the Church of the Open
Door in Elyria, Ohio.
Speaking nightly at 7 p.m. and
during the Monday, Wenesday,
and Friday morning Chapel
services, Engram will be on
campus Sept. 29-Oct. 4.
Engram has pastored his
present church for almost three
years.
Before his current
position he spent six years as the
minister of the First Baptist
Church of Pekin, Illinois.

Don Engram, pastor of the Church of the Open Door In Elyria,
Ohio will be guest speaker for Spiritual Emphasis Week.
Engram, before going into the ministry, spent a number of
years working with Youth for Christ.

In addition to his church ex
periences, Engram has had
affiliations
with
various
ministries outside of the clergy.
He began his career as a memhor
of an evangelistic team with
which he traveled around the
United States for two and a half
years. As a member of this team,
Rev. Engram was responsible for
much of
the music and

Department expands;
social worker joins staff
by Martin Koehler
ECHO news writer
Marilyn
McQueen
joins
Taylor's faculty as assistant
professor of sociology and social
work. Miss McQueen, a 1968
graduate of Taylor, received a
B.A. degree in sociology with
minors in psychology and
Christian
education.
After
graduating from Taylor, she
entered Indiana University and
received her master of social
work in 1970.
Three years later, she was
accepted into the Academy of
Certified Social Workers which
certified her as having the
qualifications for self-directed or
private practice. She also at
tended the University of Southern
Florida for further education
courses. In 1973, she received a
Florida Teaching Certificate.
Miss McQueen expressed the

following thoughts concerning
her profession, her students, and
her role as a teacher.
"I love my profession of social
work and am excited about it,
though not naive to its problems.
I find myself somewhat defensive
as I am continually confronted
with the misconception that it is
strictly
'welfare
(public
assistance) work.'
"Social work includes that, but
it covers a wider gamut. Besides
working with groups of juvenile
delinquents, and being an oc
casional psychotherapist in a
mental health clinic, social work
also involves organizing com
munity services for the elderly,
and trying to improve housing
conditions, as well as teaching
social work courses at Taylor. I
hope to share with my students
practical experiences and an
enthusiasm about social work

while helping them build an
understanding, knowledge base,
and skills from which they can
work."
Miss McQueen explained that
she wanted "to create in my
classes an atmosphere for
openness and honesty" and to
allow her students to develop
self-awareness. She also wants to
enhance their sensitivity to
others and the complexity of
social problems and social
services, and hopefully to instill
in them a desire for involvement.
"Personally,
I
want
to
establish good rapport with my
students. I hope they will see me
as a "real" person with "ups and
downs," but one who is seeking to
grow and learn from each ex
perience. I hope to be seen as
being' excited
about
life,
myprofession, teaching, and as
realizing
the
reality
and
potentiality of God."

preaching.

being led into the pastorate.

Engram is a graduate of
Moody Bible Institute in Chicago,
Illinois.
Following
his
association with the evangelistic
team, he returned to school and
earned his BS degree from
Sterling College.

Engram has traveled ex
tensively in association with his
ministry. He has made three
trips around the world and has
had the opportunity to preach in
Lebanon,
India,
Singapore,
Australia, Hong Kong, Japan,
and Korea.

Engram was the executive
director of Youth for Christ,
formerly known as Voice of
Christian Youth, for seven years.
He spent ten years in affiliation
with this organization before

On his most recent trip abroad
in 1968, Engram was able to go
behind the Iron Curtain and
speak to some of the believers
there.

Colleges combine
in fund-raising effort
by Linda Lolt
ECHO feature editor

corporate gifts in the $500 to
$1,000 range.

Eighteen independent colleges
and universities in Indiana have
united in a fund-raising effort.
The Associated Colleges of In
diana (ACI) is in its 26th year of
operation.
The
ACI's
achievements over the years
have been outstanding according
to Dr. Milo Rediger, president.

The year 1972-73 was a "banner
year" for ACI.
Among the
achievements was winning the
national IBM Award for the
greatest percentage increase in
support of the 18 institutions. The
business leaders of Indiana made
this accomplishment possible.

''the echo
regrets...

At an annual meeting, am
bassadors representing each
school submit names of Indiana
businessmen and women. Each
ambassador selects several
The ECHO regrets its error in
names. Together with the college the September 20 issue in which it
presidents, the ambassadors misspelled Dr. Leon Adkison's
visit the individual businessmen name. His name is correctly
and present the needs of the ACI. spelled Adkison — not Adkinson.
All contributions received are The ECHO also regrets giving his
combined and distributed equally title incorrectly. Dr. Adkison's
among the 18 schools.
title
should
be
associate
Two of the nations largest professor of systems and director
foundations have established of the systems program.
A misconception left by the
matching grant programs.
These programs were designed headline is that the systems
to stimulate new and increased program is heavily computer
support of member institutions of oriented. It is not. According to
the ACI. Lilly Endowment, Inc., Dr. Adkison, the systems
will match dollar for dollar, all courses discuss the roles that
new corporate and foundation computers play in some im
gifts to ACI. Lilly will also portant systems, but it spends far
match, 50 cents on the dollar, all more time in discussing the
increased giving by previous different roles that people play in
contributors. The United States all types of systems.
Steel Foundation will match up to
50 cents per dollar, all new

Surpass previous years

Donations reach 'new high'

by Wilbur Cleveland
director of campus publicity
Total giving to Taylor for the 1973-74 year which ended June
30, suprassed all previous records, reaching a new high of
$1,810,009.
Giving by several groups of friends brought substantial in
creases as the following figures show:
1973-74
1972-73
Alumni and Parents
$332,531
$ 98,940
Friends
686,334
184,322
Trustees
79,051
41,305
Faculty and Staff
35,517
36,630
Business-Industry
274,372
143,427
The number of moderate-sized gifts is highly significant, by
providing a continuing broad base of support. These gifts also
represent personal interest and concern that the faculty and
staff greatly appreciate.
As the figures show, in spite of the discouraging increase in
living costs, the support of faculty and staff continues to be
exemplary.
Among the major gifts were the following:
$384,775 from the Sarah Long Trust.
$384,775 from the Lilly Endowment, Inc., matching the
Sarah Long Trust.

$90,000 from the Lilly Endowment, Inc., for Systems
Analysis curriculum.
$50,000 annual unrestricted grant from Lilly Endowment,
Inc.
$75,000 Matching Challenge Fund sponsored by local
businessmen.
$50,000 in commercial real estate.
Annual Fund giving for the past year reached a new record of
$343,719 compared with $288,674 in 1972-73. Thus, the goal of
$341,000 needed by June 30 to balance the annual operating
budget was reached.
In addition, a gratifying number of donors gave substantial
deferred gifts in the form of wills, annuities, charitable
remainder trusts, and through other estate planning programs.
"Needless to say, this broad and generous response and ex
pression of confidence in Taylor is permitting us to accomplish
vital things, that otherwise would not be possible," commented
Milo A. Rediger, president.
He concluded, "These include proceding on the new 1.4 million
dollar
gymnasium
and
chapel-auditorium
project,
strengthening the academic program on several fronts, im
proved, but not yet adequate faculty salaries, doubling the
endowment in just one year, and expanding our student aid
program."
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Campout provides
non-academic retreat
by Nancy Jackson

Wengatz men choose the warmth of the fire over the company of

Warm

their female companions on the recent joint venture of Wengatz
and Olson Redisence Halls. ECHO photo by Mike Wagner.

fires

Slaymaker exhibit deals
with ancient rocks, ruins
by Joe King
ECHO news writer
Beginning
September
20,
Martha Slaymaker opens her
56th one-artist-presentation of
recent works. The show consists
mainly of paintings and prints,
and is displayed in the ChronicleTribune Art Gallery.
October 4, the display will be
shipped East for showings at
other colleges and universities.
Her works have already been
exhibited in Illinois, Penn
sylvania, and many other parts
of Indiana.
Her favorite subject is rock
surfaces and the remaining ruins
of prehistoric civilizations. She is
fascinated by rocks and this
interest had led to a family joke
that she has "rocks in her head."
Approximately 10 years ago Mrs.
Slaymaker painted as close as
possible to her subjects and used
great detail. As the years
passed, she has gradually moved
away from her subject and in
cluded some sky and foreground
in her paintings.
Mrs. Slaymaker chases her
subjects halfway around the
world to Central and South
America, the Iberian Peninsula,
Italy, and Greece; at the present
moment, she is at work in
Albuquerque, N.M. where she
has a two-month artist residency,
residency.
The artist has had five years of
college education while following
her husband around in his
broadcasting career. She has
studied at IU, Purdue Univer
sity, John Herron School of
Art, Baldwin-Wallace College,
Youngstown University, Edin
burgh College in Edinburgh, and
Pennsylvania and Ohio State
Universities.
The mother of three children,
Kirs. Slaymaker's career began

booming in 1960 and quickened its president of the Slaymaker
pace when her children began Associates Enterprises in In
school. She still remembers dianapolis.
painting at her easel while her
Other interests and hobbies
kids sat drawing at her feet. She
is also very busy in community include photography, which she
affairs. She was first president uses on her trips, swimming and
and founder of the Professional looking into ancient alphabets,
Artists Association in central and lifting quotes and tracing
Indiana and now serves as vice them back to its origin.

ECHO feature writer
The great sleeping bag search
was officially ushered in on the
Taylor campus last weekend as
two overnight campouts were the
scheduled activities.
The borrowed articles-flannel
shirts, sweaters, and jeans-were
an accumulation of every piece of
warm clothing most students
could find. From the previously
assigned pick-up point, those
students who signed up to
campout overnight were tran
sported to Camp Windigo, a Girl
Scout retreat area. Traveling
conditions en route left a bit to be
desired as one student com
mented that, "A flatbed truck at
least gets you there, even if you
freeze en route!"
The original design of the
campout was to encourage
students to get acquainted and to
begin friendships outside the
campus atmosphere. For many, it
became a time of "letting loose"
of some of the pressures of
homework and studies. The
apprehensions or barriers many
of the freshmen had experienced
in getting to know one another
(between the two dorms) were
quickly dispelled in a rousing
game of flamingo football. After
the game,one Wengatz freshmaq
Karl Smith commented, "How
could you help but get to know
the girl whom you just ac
cidentally ran over?"
There were both strange and

familiar faces around the
campfire as the campers wolfed
down a home-made supper of
burned hot dogs, potato chips,
apples, and
marshmellows.
As the forest darkened and
everyone managed to locate their
assigned area, the evening in
most cases became a time of
sharing with a group or on a
personal basis. Occasionally
there were distress signals from
other campsites, the flicker of
passing flashlights, and general
fumbling around the tent in the
dark.
Names circulated along with
the humor, and most campsights
had the fortunate experience to
see a caroling party, (singing
Christmas songs) and a visit
from Randy Selhorn, disguised
as a giant monster, who made
weird noises from behind the
trees. Few campsites knew the
luxury of a flashlight, so
travelling through the woods in
the dark was done at one's own
risk.
As the night continued, those
that slept experienced the
pleasures of sleeping on hard
wood while listening to the
sprinkle of rain or the crunch of a
potato chip with muffled con
versation. For some it was a new
experience to hear a distant
screech from Dave McMahon in
the night, or enjoy the company
of a new friend in the quieter
moments.

SGO urges communication
by Jim Isham
SGO president
This year's student govern
ment is seeking not only to ser
vice the student effectively
through various programs but is
also attempting to establish the
student role in the idea of the
"Taylor Community."
• Several student projects have
already been completed and
several more long-range projects
are in the making. On September
12 the Who's New was distributed
to students at no charge. This
year several changes were made
in format in an attempt to help it
better serve its intended purpose.
Since the directory usually held
up the printing and was of
minimal value early in the year,
it was omitted, and more pictures
of faculty and administrators
were added. This, it was hoped,
would be a book which would aid
freshman
in
becoming
acquainted with the entire school
and would also help upCLASSIFIED ADS
Stuff envelopes. Average $25
per 100. Immediate ear
nings. Beginners kit $1.
Refundable; Gemeo POB
21244-M107
Indianapolis,
Ind. 46221.

perclassmen in getting to know
the new students. When a final
roster is available from the
registrar, a Student Directory
will be distributed.
Also on September 13,
refrigerators were distributed to
students. Because of the fine
response to this program, plans
are being made to reinvest the
rental fees and expand the
program.
Presently work is being done to
set up a blood drive on campus
which would not only benefit the
school, but would also be of great
service to the community. Dates
are not yet finalized, but
hopefully this could take the form
of interclass competiton.
Work is also being done on

several projects in the academic done to open and establish lines
areas
of
curriculum
and of communication with the
professor evaluations. This year, trustees, administration, and
Free University is planning not faculty.
only unusual types of programs,
With a cooperative relation
but
also several evening ship, student input can most
seminars on everything from effectively find its place with the
auto mechanics to figuring in other areas of the community.
come tax. These will be at no cost Various means for direct student
and will hopefully be beneficial to input are being worked on and
those who participate.
hope to provide several op
Less visible to the students, but portunities for student paralso important is the work being .ticipation in the future.

Quality & Fit For
The Entire Family

' WINDER'S !
I

I
I

SHOES
115 No. High St.
(on the square)
Hartford City
348-2065

PICK UP

UPLAND STANDARD SERVICE
MAIN A BERRY STS. - UPLAND, INDIANA 46989

Tires—Batteries—Accessories
PHONE 998-7793

24-hour wrecker service
Jim Gore

SUBSCRIBE TO THE ECHO
For only $4.50 you
can hear all the
Taylor news your kids
won't tell you
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Mystery surrounds
Nixon's phlebitis
by Cathy Wilhelmi
ECHO perspective writer
What exactly is the state of
former
President
Nixon's
health? This is a question open to
much speculation.
Last Monday he checked into a
Long Beach, Calif, hospital. In an
interview,
Julie
Nixon
Eisenhower said that he was
going to "just get something
checked." Sources close to the
former President say that the
hospitalization will be for testing
in connection with the blood clots
in his left leg.
Mrs. Eisenhower also stated
that the treatment he was
receiving at home improved his
phlebitis. She denied reports that
his mind was wandering or that
he was inordinately depressed

about his resignation last month.
She also related her mother's
feeling that Nixon is irritable
because of his illness.
His doctors, Major General
Walter Tkach and John C.
Lungran, say that his leg con
dition is "critical" and that he is
suffering from severe physical
strain and fatigue. Dr. Tkach
stated that a new venous clot in
the upper left leg makes it
swollen and painful. His con
dition could be fatal if the clots
broke free and lodged in his heart
or lungs. At the hospital, treat
ment was started with anti
coagulant drugs to dissolve the
clots.
Dr. Tkach also said President
Ford's pardon had been "no help
whatsoever
He's just under

Inflation soars;
Ford calls summit
by Jenny Wysong
ECHO perspective writer
"Mark Twain's familiar line
about the weather fits inflation
perfectly these days, and like the
joke itself, that's no laughing
matter."
The
somewhat
unhumorous
truth in
this
statement from Atlantic Monthly
carries with it a foreboding
ring of urgency. With profits
dropping, unemployment rising,
business slumping and inflation
spiraling, the most urgent
question resounding in the ears of
all Americans is "What's ahead
for the economy?"

plainly to attack America's No. 1
Enemy: Inflation. By analyzing
the nation's present inflationary
condition and its causes, the
summit is intended to provide a
place where the nation's business
and economic leaders can come
to consensus on policy that will
correctively
alleviate
the
economic syndrome that is upon
America.
What will happen as a result of
the summit is only speculative.
Leading economists, including
Milton
Friedman
of
the
University of Chicago and J.
Kenneth Galbraith of Harvard,
Faint echoes resound from the have gathered around the
past, reminding Americans of the figurative eight-ball to forecast
various attempts to curb inflation the economic trends. Some
with wage and price controls. predict the economy will grow at
Varying in extremity, these four percent in the coming year,
controls
ranged
from
the while others are more optimistic
and bank only on a one percent
"economic
guideposts"
characteristic of the Kennedy
iccording to U.S. News and
and Johnson administrations to World Report, unemployment is
the wage and price freezes which expected to rise from the present
were used following both World five-and-a-half percent of the
Wars, the Korean War and most labor force, to nearly six percent
recently, during the Nixon ad in
1975.
President
Ford's
ministration. Controls are a
proposed $5.5 billion cut in the
sticky matter now, and President
1975 fiscal budget has received
Ford is attempting to draw wide acclaim among the top
together the best economic economic leaders, but is has been
strategies
to alleviate
the sighted only as a start to the
pounding inflationary headache. curbing of inflation.
Calling for a two day economic
summit meeting, to convene on
September 27, President Ford is
determined to pull together a
cross section of the "total
spectrum of American Society,"
according to U.S. News and
World Report. The summit was
initiated with the express pur
pose of "hearing out ideas and
plans from big business, private
economists, labor and farm
leaders. President Ford is
placing special emphasis on the
bipartisan nature which is an
ticipated to encompass the
meeting.
The purpose of the summit is

The

MAYOR'S

tremendous tension. Its going to
take a miracle for him to
recover."
During the last two months of
his presidency, his left leg was
inflated, but not painful. Com
plications as a result of two at
tacks of phlebitis — one 10 years
ago, the other last June in the
Middle East — left his leg
swollen.
In Los
Angeles, Nixon's
lawyers are taking action to stop
a subpoena requiring Nixon to
testify about security measures
taken at a rally in Charlotte, N.C.
in 1971. They cite Nixon's bad
health
and
his
former
presidential
priviledges
as
reasons. It is also reported that
lawyers for John Dean III are
seeking a postponement of
Dean's trial on the grounds that
the testimony of Richard Nixon
is vital to his case.
How Nixon's health will effect
the trials of other Watergate
figures cannot be stated at this
time. Whatever Nixon's health is,
or isn't, it is sure to have an
impact on present and future
Watergate trials.

Zero population

Social Security to die?
by Judy Oyer
United States has reached the
ECHO perspective editor
ZPG (zero population growth)
Few Americans stop to think figure
where
the
average
what their payments to Social American woman is expected to
Security will be in the year 2010.
have only 2.1 children during her
They only feel that the amount lifetime. This ZPG comes in a
they have subtracted from their
time-lapsed parallel to the post
checks now is too much and World War II baby boom.
dream of what they could do with
The children born during the
that extra $50 or so a month that years after thesecond World War
the government takes from them — about 1946 to 1960 — are now
and gives to those of the flooding the labor market and
population over 65 years of age. consequently expanding the base
The Old Age Survivors and for Social Security taxes. For the
Disability System, which com present, this is fine, but the
monly is known as the Social squeeze will begin in the year
Security System, is presently in 2010 when the babies born during
the
midst
of
mile-long the boom begin to retire and the
calculations about the birth rate, few being born now are depended
the death rate and unem upon to supply the dollars to
ployment figures. The results of support the retirees.
these theoretical and tedious
Due to the large base of those
problems speak of doom for the now paying into the Social
present system. But the death of Security system, benefits have
the system will be a slow one
risen over the past five years at a
Although the declining birth- remarkable rate. Consumer
rale is a solution to other prices have risen approximately
problems, it is also the cause of 40 percent while benefits for the
the woes of Social Security. The elderly have rocketed a big 85
percent. As the system stands
now, future increases are tied
directly to price rises.
In its beginning, the Social

Offices to be closed
during chapel, convocation
In an effort to encourage and facilitate further a community
worship experience on our campus,Iam asking that all offices
be closed during chapel periods and that their activities will be
restricted to the in office - - work during those periods. To the
extent possible, all offices should restrict their contact with
outside parties during chapel.
The attendance policy with respect to members of the staff
remains as stated in the manual of operation. The switchboard
will remain open during chapel hours. It is our hope that this - "closed office door during chapel" - - policy will help to create
apd foster even more the spirit of worship across the campus.
The Administrative Council
Dr. Milo A. Rediger

Security system was based on the
same principles on which in
surance companies operate. It
was hypothesized that the tax
money paid into the plan would
be invested and consequently
grow and collect over a period of
time, buildingup a reserve while
paying out a steady stream of
income for those who were
retired.
Things have not developed as
expected, and today what the
worker pays into the tax is
almost immediately sent out on
what has been called a "pay-asyou-go" basis. No reserve has
built up.
Francisco Bayo, the acting
chief actuary of the Social
Security system, is the man
involved in working out the
equations and hypothesis for the
future of Social Security. It is his
prediction that the existing
benefits schedule is headed
toward a crisis unless the amount
of dollars being paid into the fund
is vastly increased. According to
his figures, it would take an in
crease of 50 to 75 percent in
present payments to head off the
crisis.

HOMECOMING 1974
October 11-13.
"Being and Becoming"
We, as Christians, too often set goals in our lives which em
phasize things and doing. But what really matters in each of our
lives is God and being.
The joy of being a Christian is finding that Christ is only the
beginning — the beginning of a love relationship between Him
and us, His children, which is continually changing each of us
into the person we were intended to be.
By being students of Christ, we becomeHis disciples!

if
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Relax in Style
A Royal Eating Place

MANOR

PHONE (317) 348-1403
State Road 3 North
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

For every Taylor student
with a Royal taste.

998-8261
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Trip inspires team

Mary Edna Glover, coach of the Trojane volleyball team,
adjusts bikes as veteran team member Sharon Gates
looks on. Echo photo by John Kaiser.

by Cindy Durr
ECHO sports writer
Last weekend the 16 member
Trojane volleyball team left
campus for a weekend bicycle
retreat organized by Mary Edna
Glover, coach of the team.
After departure from Taylor,
the team travelled 25 miles to
Alexandria, Ind., where they
stayed at Dan Ice's house. Ice is
the leader of a bicycle group
known as God's Ambassadors,
who sponsored the trip. Ice and
Terry Cole from Anderson went
along on the trip to help with
repairs.
Following the Trojanes in their
journey was the truck and trailer
unit carrying all the supplies and
driven by Phil Schmunk and
Steve Wilson.
The most tedious part of the
trip loomed ahead, as the team
ventured a long 90 miles on
Saturday to Hueston Woods State
Park in Ohio where they camped
for the night.
Miss Glover prepared a

devotional booklet for the trip
which brought the girls "closer
together and closer to God,"
according to one team member.
The trip was designed to help
establish a unified team before
the 1974 season begins on October

15.
"This is going to be an exciting
year for the team," concluded
Miss Glover, "because no matter
if we win or lose, we are all united
as a team and in Christ as a
result of this weekend."

Runners finish
as intramurals begin
Intramurals for the Taylor
women have gotten off to a good
start. In charge of womens in
tramurals this year is Jann
Clevenger. She started the seven
cross country runners off for the
1% mile run on Thursday, Sept.
12.

Olson Hall and off-campus
were the only entries for the rim.
Linn Heaney of off-campus took
first place honors with a time of

13:24, but the next five places
were taken by Olson Hall girls.
Second place was won by Holly
Warden, 14:21; third, Lis Hosier,
14:22; fourth, Ray Crist, 14:35;
fifth, Cathie Poesch, 14:39. Sixth
and seventh places were won by
Linda Nelson, 14:50 and Fran
Janowicz, 17:21 respectively.
Olson Hall won the intramural
meet with 21 points while offcampus was close behind with
16% points.

around campus
Urgent admonition to seniors:
check requirement for G R E
years and transcripts are sent to
three schools of the student's
choice
without charge. There is a
"All Seniors planning to attend
graduate school should look into fee of $10.50 for each test.
their graduate school catalogue
The tests may be taken at Ball
or admissions office soon to see if State University, or any other
they must take the Graduate school giving the test (not
Record Exam (GRE) for en Taylor). Test applications are
trance into their graduate available at either the student
school," said Lee Kern, director affairs office or from Kern.
of reading and study skills
center, recently.
The GRE is similar in form to
the SAT, but is much more dif
ficult becuase it is entrance into
graduate school rather than
Last Tuesday, September 24,
undergraduate school. It is Dr. Leon Adkison, director of
required by many graduate systems program, participated
schools as part of the re
in a seminar sponsored by the
quirements
for
admission,
Public Service Program of
and is usually due early in Anderson College. He spoke on
February or March.
careers, and then appeared on a
There are two tests: The ap panel discussion program that
titude test (general exam), and was televised locally.
the advanced test (major subject
On September 25, at Forrest
area). You should find out from College near Chicago, John
your school if it is necessary to Kastelein, Roger Roth, associate
take one or both of these tests. professor of physics, Dr. Stanley
The tests go on file for several Burden, associate professor of
by Jim DeBoer
ECHO news writer

Testing dates for 1974 are:
October 26, and December 14.
For 1975 they are: January 18,
February 22, April 26, and June
21, 1975. Students can still take
the October 26 test if they mail
their form in by October 8 with a
$4 late fee. For the other testing
dates, applications are due 50
days in advance to avoid the
penalty of a late application.

Systems personnel explore
use
new areas of computer
chemistry and physics, and Dr.

Leon Adkison, associate director
of systems program, attended a
meeting of users of computers
similar to Taylor's time-sharing
computer.
On Thursday, September 26,
Waldo Roth, associate professor
of computing, Ron Hudson and
Dr. Adkison attended the
monthly meeting of the Chicago
Chapter of the Association of
Computing Machinery.

What's Happening
Friday, Sept. 27
8:15 p.m. — Executive Action
— Maytag
Saturday, Sept. 28
11 a.m. — Cross-country —
Manchester—Here
2 p.m. — Football — Man
chester—Here
8 p.m. — Angel in Ebony and
Wheels Across the Biblelands
— Maytag.
Sunday, Sept. 29
Beginning of Spiritual Em
phasis Week
10:30 a.m. Morning worship —
Maytag
7 p.m. Evening worship —
Maytag
Monday, Sept. 30
Transcript entry of "WP" or
"WF" with drop through Oc
tober 30.
Art exhibit through October 4
—
Chronical-Tribune
Art
Gallery
7 p.m. Spiritual Emphasis
service — Maytag
8 p.m. Gospel team seminar —
LA 235
Tuesday, Oct. 1
Yearbook pictures through
October 4
8 a.m.— Yearbook pictures —
Youtij_CmferenceafHca

Clinic Hours

Monday
Wednesday
Friday

for all of
your hardware
needs

9-10 a.m.
4-5 p.m.
4-5 p.m.

Cj?

Upland Hardware

10 a.m. PROBE
4 p.m. Cross-Country — Here
6 p.m. Red Cross first aid
course — LA 220
7:30 p.m. Freshman class
meeting — SL 103
9:30 p.m. Campus Life — LA
234
Wednesday, Oct. 2
3:30 p.m. Trojane tennis —
Marion — There
8 p.m. Pemm Club — Maytag
Thursday, Oct. 3
4 p.m. Trojane field hickey —
Marion — Here
5:30 p.m. Red Cross first aid —
LA 220
8 p.m. PA class — LA 139
Friday, Oct. 4
4 p.m. Trojane tennis —
Huntington — Here
8:15 p.m. Recital — Eastbrook
CHRISTIAN
ACTION
FELLOWSHIP
Jim Mathis will share with
students at CAF this Sunday
night. Meet at MCW desk
following the evening service.

Law School
Forms
Anyone who wants information
about, and an application form
for, the Law School Admissions
Test please see Philip Lpy,
associate professor of political
science, in LA-232.

Phone: 998-2421

Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Call us to arrange

Hartford Music Center
225 W. Washington (22-26)
Hartford City, INd.
Gui tars—Ba njos—Accessories

DOWNTOWN UPLAND

Private Parties
& Catering

25 percent discount with this
coupon on 8-mm film

N. 8th St., Upland
(Next to Pierce Governor Co.)

998-2223

{FROM THE STORE THAT'S DIFFERENT

Gibson—Fender—Martin
Ovation—Alvarez—Yamaha

Stereo Needles % price
on most models.
800 in slock.

10 per cent Discount
with Taylor I.D.
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Taylor to host Invitational
as defending champions
by Tim North
ECHO sports writer
The Taylor harriers return to
campus this week for two big
meets on their home course.
After running well at the Olivet
Invitational last Saturday, the
Trojans anticipate good per
formances wnen tney nost
Manchester College tomorrow,
and at the Annual Taylor In
vitational, Tuesday.
At Olivet, the harriers captured
sixth in a field of 13 schools.
Southwestern
College
of
Michigan took first, followed by
Hillsdale, Jackson Community
College, Hope, Indiana Central,
and Taylor.
Freshman Bob Crabtree was
the first Trojan to finish as he
placed 20th in a field of ap
proximately 100 runners, with a
time of 27:14. Other Taylor
harriers to place included Dave
Lewis, Tim Reusser, Steve
Freese, and Ron Gross. George
Glass, associate professor of
physical
education,
com
plimented the Taylor effort
saying that the team has "shown
improvement" over past per

formances.
Manchester College visits
Taylor for the first time this
season tomorrow at 11 a.m. to
run a dual meet against the
Trojans. Senior harrier Scott
Manges should be the mainstay
in Manchester's attack. This
meet is important for the Trojans
since it represents the first
competition in which Taylor can
run "one on one" against
Hoosier-Buckeye
Conference
challengers.
On Tuesday, one of the biggest
spectacles in Trojan cross
country will be held as the
Twelfth Annual Taylor In
vitational begins at 4 p.m.
Thirteen schools from five states
will participate as 100 runners
compete for one of 20 awards.
The Taylor harriers are
defending champions in this
annual contest, having won last
year by a slim one-point margin
over second-place Rio Grande of
Ohio. A pack of seven runners
between 13th and 25th places
secured the victory for Taylor in
a display of great depth and
balance. Three of these seven

leaders from last year will return
with the Trojans to run again in
this season's Invitational. Paul
Brady was the team leader last
year placing 14th, Tim Resser
took 21st, and Dave Lewis 24th.
The record time for the Taylor
Invitational was set at 26:29 last
season by Dave Billings of Nyack
College. Billings will not be
returning to defend the individual
championship,
leaving
the
honors to be decided by a score of
harriers from various schools.
Some stiff competition will face
the Trojans as several fine teams
anticipate their chance to upset
the defending champs. Hillsdale
College will compete with the
Trojans for the third time this
year. Hillsdale won the Taylor
Conditioner September 7, and
placed second at Olivet last
week.
The Rio Grande harriers will
try to improve their performance
after finishing second to the
Trojans last season. Other fine
cross-country schools to visit
Taylor will be Findlay College,
Kentucky State, Spring Arbor,
and Vincennes.

Bob Crabtree leads the pack out of the woods during the ButlerCalvin meet, September 14. Echo photo by John Kaiser.

Defense sparkles in first win
by Greg Reugsegger
ECHO sports writer
Last Saturday the Trojan
football team got on the winning
track by defeating the Alma
Scotsmen 13-8 in an. exciting
game that went to the wire.
Taylor scored first on a
spectacular 72-yard punt return
by senior split end Mike Rich.
Rich out-ran one man and was
then untouched for 50 yards as
the defense set up a solid wall.
Some beautiful moves put Rich
past the safety and into the endzone for the score. Later in the
second quarter, the Scotsmen
recovered a fumble on Taylor's
35-yard line, and with the help of
three penalties scored a touch
down and a two-point conversion.
This gave them a half-time lead
of 8-7.
The
third
quarter
was
scoreless, but early in the fourth
quarter, after the defense had
intercepted, the Trojan offense
marched 74 yards for the winning
score. Some last minute heorics
nearly won the game for the
Scotsmen as they pushed from
their 20-yard line to Taylor's 23yard line; but a pass into the endzone, with one second remaining,
was knocked down by several
Taylor players to end the game.
Once again it was the Trojan
defense which proved to be the
Taylor strong point. The Scot

smen were held to 120 yards
rushing in 50 attempts for a 2.4
average. The defense, while
stopping the running attack, also
made three interceptions and a
fumble recovery.
Although several individual
mistakes still marred the
defense, head defensive coach
Joe Romine was pleased with the
defense as a whole. He com
mented that the defensive line
had improved 100 percent and he
expects the defense to be even
better yet against Manchester.
The defensive player of the week
was half-back Billy Martin who
stole two of the three in
terceptions and also recovered
the one fumble.
Having recovered from several
nagging injuries, the running
backs finally came alive and
rushed for 127 yards in 56 at
tempts. Offensive player, Jeff
Putnam, once again showing
power and spirit, led the rushers
with 95 yards in 18 carries and
was rewarded with the "of
fensive player of the week"
award.
Some excellent blocking by the
"For all your auto needs,
it's
"
FRANK'S
PISTON
SERVICE
Gas City
674-1680

offensive line opened good holes
in a much larger Alma defense
and enabled the Trojans to score
the one touchdown drive that
they needed in order to win.
Senior quarterback Rod Shafer
completed 7 of 15 passes for 96
yards against a defense aimed at
the passing attack. Both wide
receivers, Mike Rich and Jim
Brown were often covered by two
men, which forced Taylor to the
running game.
Head coach Tom Carlson,
associate professor of physical
education, was pleased to see the
rushing game come alive, but
commented that he still didn't
think the offense had reached its
potential. When asked how it felt
to win his first game as a college
head coach, Dr. Carlson, with a
big" grin replied, "Great, and I'm
looking forward to a lot more
victories."

Carlson's chance for his second
win will come tomorrow as his
Trojans, in their second con
ference game, face the Man
chester Spartans.- Manchester is
coming to Taylor after losing last
week to Bluffton College.
Offensively, the Spartans are
expected to try to pass against
the Trojan defense. Their offensefeatures three wide receivers and
an off-tackle running attack
which Taylor must stop.
Injury wise, the Trojan offense
is healthy, except for Randy
Walchle who has an ankle injury.
Taylor's defensive secondary has

been weakened by injuries to
Jamie Naesmith and Mark Day,
who are doubtful starters for
tomorrow's game.
The Manchester team led by
junior
quarterback
Mark
Ballinger is one of the smaller
teams Taylor will face this year,
but is still expected to provide a
good test for the Trojans.

Travelers
Inn

MOORE'S FOODLAND
of Upland, Ind.

Welcomes Taylor Students

For Fine Food
And
Service
1-69 anc! Hwy. 22

(hungry or (otherwise)

ANNUAL TAYLOR ALL-COLLEGE

PORTRAITS
Will b e taken in Natural Color

Tuesday, Oct. 1 thru Saturday, Oct. 5
8:30a.m.-5:30p.m. (Sat.8:30-noon) at ILIUMOffiein Dome.
(1) Every student in every class should be in the '75
ILIUM.
(2) Your chance to give beautiful natural color portraits
for Xmas.

Restaurant

Pizza King Products
"TAYLOR-ED" to your taste
Dining Every Day
with
Complete dinners:
Chicken, Steak, & Seafood

1226 North Walnut
Hartford City
348-0040

(3) Inexpensive for natural color portraits for exchange
& applications.

SIGN UP IN CAFETERIA TODAY

Norm Cook Studio
Anderson,Ind.
Winner of the Professional Phorographers
of American National Award for 1974
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Changes upgrade
Bassett's program
by Brice Brenneman
ECHO sports columnist
Citing a "top-notch intramural
program" as his goal, Sheldon
Bassett, assistant professor of
physical
education,
the
Edgewood.Iowa kid who made it
all the way to Upland, (with
stopovers in Chicago and
Bloomington) has set about to
improve and build up what he
considers a very fine intramural
program here at Taylor. Now in
his fifth year at Taylor, Bassett
serves as head of the physical
education department, and head
tennis and assistant basketball
coach, as well as enjoying a
budding writing career.
One step which Bassett has
taken which he feels will upgrade
Taylor's intramural program is
the publishing of a 25-page
' manual which will be distributed
to the various unit leaders. This
manual will contain the rules,
requirements
and
scoring
system, and with it in the unit
leader's hands, it is hoped that
the petty squabbles which have
sometimes plagued the in
tramural program in the past
will be avoided. Any problems
can be taken to the unit leaders.
Wandering Wheels will be
competing in all sports this year.

so they will be eligible for
championships in individual
sports, but not for the overall
championship awarded in the
spring. Keep that in mind when
out
knocking
heads
with
Davenport and Company.
For those wondering about the
flexible rule book which has been
used during this football season,
Bassett had a meeting this past
week to make all officials aware
of the rules and iron out the in
consistencies.
As of this writing, Second
Wengatz West is tenuously
holding to its half-game lead over
Third Morris. Second West has
beaten only one team by more
than one touchdown and with
several tough games left on their
scheduled, there could be trouble
ahead. First West and Wandering
Wheels are in good shape to make
the playoffs provided they do not
slump. In the "B" league, OffCampus has a full one-game lead
with three games remaining.
As football heads for the
playoffs, remember that crosscrountry and soccer are right
around the corner. Last years'
turnout for cross-country was
excellent, and the unit leaders
are hoping for an even bigger
turnout this year.

"long bomb" finds Tom "Buff" Reeve and a
host of would-be receivers in an intramural
contest, September 24. Third Morris, Second
A

Wengatz West, First Wengatz West, and Wan
dering Wheels promise to be among the leaders
for playoff berths. Echo photo by John Kaiser.

Trojane sports

Teams gain poise

by Allen Matthews
ECHO sports writer

finds the Taylor Trojans winless
in two sports, as the team gains
valuable experience and poise.
A review of fall sports records Both the tennis and field hockey
teams have suffered tough loses
against fine competition.
The Trojane tennis team was
outmatched in their first two
contests, bowing to Manchester
September 17, and Goshen
September 21. The Taylor netters
have shown potential however,
especially in singles wins at
Manchester by Linda Nelson and
Janet Pierce, and a doubles
victory by Lesa Wample and
JoAnn Woods.
Other improving members of
the Trojane squad include Marty
Dillon,
Carol Dias,
Ruth
Williams, Winnie Lowrie, Joyce
Franklin, Beth Wilson, Barb
Kulp, Diane Tillman, and Judy
f
Op#
*,%»>.
Van Fleet.
A tough schedule faces the
Trojane tennis team as they play

Swi

Third West's Dennis Armstrong is pursued by
Mark Dungan of Second West in intramural
competition this week. Third West was blanked

19-0 by Dungan's team. Echo photo by John
Kaiser.

Veterans Notice

Beginning Monday, Sept. 30, a
Veterans Administration mobile
van will begin touring the state,
carrying two VA Benefits
Specialists from the Regional

Office in Indianapolis to counsel
and aid veterans with their
government benefits.
The van will be in Hartford City
October 4.

six of their seven scheduled
matches on the opposition's
courts. Their next contest will be
at Anderson, September 27. The
only home appearance for the
Trojanes will be October 4,
against Huntington College.
An exciting field hockey
contest saw Indiana University
edge by the Trojanes 3-2, Sep
tember 19. Taylor controlled the
first half with Winnie and Janet
Lowry scoring goals to give
them a 2-0 half-time lead. Three
goals in the second half however,
were enough to lift I.U. over the
Trojanes
who were
held
scoreless.

Lee's Auto Body
8a.m.-5p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

102 Main St.
Upland

FREE ESTIMATES

Upland
United Bank
Marion- Jonesboro

PONDEROSA
STEU BOISE MENS
$3.1 9

HUGHES
CLEANERS

T-BONE STEAK DINNER
T-Bone Steak, Baked Idaho Potato, Tossed Green Salad Fresh
Baked Roll
NO. 1 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
Sirloin Steak, Tossed Green Salad, Baked Idaho Potato Fresh
Baked Roll
'
NO.,2 STEAK PLATE
Rib Eye Steak, Tossed Green Salad, Baked Idaho Potato Fresh
Baked Roll
'
e
NO. 3 STEAK SANDWICH
Sizzlin' Steak on Ponderosa Bun, Tossed Green Salad French
Fries
NO. 4 CHOPPED SIRLOIN BEEF STEAK
PLATTER
#79
Chopped Sirloin, Fresh Baked Roll, Baked Idaho Potato Tossed
Green Salad
'
NO. 5 CHOPPED SIRLOIN SANDWICH
% lb. Chopped Sirloin on Bun, French Fries

*2.29

*1 .79

*1.79

Daily pick-up
and delivery
at Bookstore
Awful Big....
Awful Good....

.89

SANDWICHES

Mil I\n
Highway 3, South
Hartford City'348-4360

Hartford City
348-3110
On the Southside
Of the Square

Every Ponderosa Steak
is Cooked to Order
Please specify:
Rare-Medium-Well

$2

25 words
or less
25c for each
additional line

Second Week
25 words
or less
25c for each
additional line

It

Send name, ad, &
address to
BUSINESS MANAGER
ECHO

